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1

INTRODUCTION

Low-cost wireless cameras are growing rapidly. With the help of advanced machine learning models (e.g., CNNs), those videos exhibit
high business and social values, e.g., for retailing planning [18],
wildlife study [21], and traffic monitoring [19, 25]. However, with
high compute need, traditional video analytics systems [14, 15, 26,
27] require all videos to be uploaded to a backend server, which
stresses the scarce network bandwidth between cameras and servers.
We advocate for cameras to be zero-streaming: a camera captures and stores videos to their cheap local storage without uploading to an edge/cloud server; only when a retrospective query comes,
the cloud reaches out to the queried camera. Such advocation is
based on two unconventional but practical observations: (1) Most
videos are never queried until expired. Users typically deploy lowcost cameras for capturing excessive videos [23]. This is because a
query typically comes after “interesting” events happen, and those
events are often unforeseeable and rare, e.g., traffic accidents or
store theft. Without zero streaming, such cold videos waste lots of
network bandwidth that are expensive and precious. Provisioning
wireless network for cameras to stream such cold videos is uneconomic, and the situation is exacerbated by the increasingly large
camera count being deployed. (2) Camera storage can retain videos
long enough. An increasingly cheap SD card [9, 10] can already
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Figure 1: The workflow of a query’s execution in ZC2 .

store videos (720P at 30fps) for weeks or months. Such retention
periods already satisfy many surveillance scenarios [1, 2].
How to query zero-streaming cameras? Since the videos are
stored on distributed, remote cameras, existing video analytics
systems can no longer suffice. The main challenge is the excessively
long query latency: while the cloud compute resource can be easily
scaled out (e.g., buying or renting GPUs), the network bandwidth
becomes the bottleneck.
We present ZC2 , a runtime system that significantly accelerates
the query execution for zero-streaming cameras. The key novelty
of ZC2 is to quickly deliver rough query results to users and keep
refining the results, a similar concept borrowed from online aggregation [22]. In this way, a user is able to explore the videos through
interactive queries, e.g., aborting an ongoing query based on early
feedbacks and issuing a new one with parameters updated. Such
exploratory query is enabled by several key techniques of ZC2 (§2).
We build a prototype of ZC2 , which can run on commodity
camera hardware (exemplified by Raspberry Pi) and GPU servers.
The prototype also contains a web-based GUI, which exhibits rich
information to users to examine the query execution progress and
results online (§3).

2

ZC2 DESIGN

Supported queries ZC2 supports retrospective, ad-hoc video queries
that cover a video time span, typically hours or days, and an object
class as detectable by modern NNs, e.g., any of the 80 classes of
YOLOv3 [24] trained on COCO [17]. Though ZC2 is designed for
rich analytics scenarios including object mean/max/min counting,
this demo focuses on a typical one: retrieving image frames with
certain objects, e.g., “retrieve all images that contain buses from
yesterday”.
The workflow of ZC2 contains two following stages.
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During video capture, ZC2 builds sparse but accurate landmarks with best efforts to obtain long-term video knowledge. The camera runs generic, accurate object detector on a small
sample of captured video frames (called landmarks). Because the
camera hardware (e.g., Arm Cortex-A53) has limited computing capacity, landmarks are sparse, e.g., one in every 30 captured frames;
yet, with high-accuracy object labels, they provide reliable knowledge – spatial distributions of various objects over long-term videos.
Note that ZC2 does not use the knowledge as direct answers to
queries but builds key query optimizations atop it.
During query execution, ZC2 runs small NNs (operators) on
camera to prioritize frames uploaded and keeps “upgrading”
the operators with the help of cloud. As shown in Figure 2,
upon receiving a query, the cloud first retrieves all landmarks in
the queried video range from camera, along with the object labels and bounding boxes returned by YOLOv3. The cloud uses the
landmarks to estimate the object spatial distribution, e.g., “90% of
the buses appear in a 200×200 region on the top-right”, which is
used to optimize the query by running the operators on only this
image area. The landmarks are also used as the initial training
dataset for bootstrapping a set of camera operators. The camera
runs lightweight NNs to prioritize the queried frames for upload.
An operator scores frames; a higher score suggests that a frame is
more likely to contain any object of interest. The cloud processes
the uploaded frames with generic, high-accuracy object detector
and emits results, e.g., positive image frames, to users. It trains
different operators for higher accuracy. Observing resource conditions (network bandwidth) and positive ratios in uploaded frames,
the cloud upgrades the operator on camera. With the upgraded
operator, the camera continues to process remaining frames. The
above steps repeat until query abort or completion. Throughout the
query, the cloud keeps refining the results presented to the user.

3

ZC2 PROTOTYPE AND DEMO

ZC2 Prototype We build the cloud runtime atop Tensorflow
1.13 [11] and Keras 2.2.4 [12]. The camera runtime uses Arm NN [3]
and generates landmarks with the NNPACK-accelerated YOLOv3 [6].
The cloud uses YOLOv3 to validate the uploaded frames during
query execution. Both camera and cloud use OpenCV 3.3 [7] for
image processing. We architect on-camera operators as variants
of AlexNet [16]. We vary the number of convolutional layers (2–
5), convolution kernel sizes (8/16/32), the last dense layer’s size
(16/32/64); and the input image size (25×25/50×50/100×100). We
empirically select 40 operators to be trained by ZC2 online. As
described in §2, the cloud exploits object spatial skews by carving
out various image regions for operators to consume. To do so, it employs the k-enclosing algorithm [20] to identify the smallest region
that covers a given percentage (e.g., 95%) of the object occurrences.
To ensure that on-camera operators will not be bottlenecked by
storage or video decoding speed, we use LMDB to accelerate the
I/O and also borrow the techniques from VStore [26]. ZC2 also
employs background subtraction [4], a standard technique running
on camera during video capture to detect adjacent frames that have
little motion (< 1% of the foreground mask) and omits these frames
in query execution.
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Figure 2: A screenshot of our preliminary demo.

ZC2 Demo For clarity, this demo only shows the query execution,
assuming the landmarks have been built already. The demo runs
on Raspberry Pi 3, an embedded hardware similar to low-cost cameras [5, 8], and a commodity x86 server with a modern GPU. Both
devices communicates WiFi with 1MB/s default bandwidth [13].
On the cloud/user side, we build a web-based GUI tool (based on
Django) to display the information related to query execution.
• Query initialization in demo A list of videos will first be displayed with preview frames. The videos are captured ahead of time
across different geographical locations, including indoor, traffic,
wildlife, etc. The user picks a video, and associated query parameters: time span (e.g., 24 hours), target object class (e.g., bicycle, bus,
person), and frame skip (e.g., 1 in 10 frames). Once ready, the query
can be issued.
• Query execution in demo As query goes on, a set of Web UI
fragments will show the query execution progress and results with
their UI elements continuously updated. (1) A table that summarizes
the returned positive frames. By clicking a table item, the image
will be displayed with a bounding box of the target object and a
confidence score. (2) A window that displays the query processing
monitoring, including positive frames discovered by the system per
second, the number of frames being processed by camera/cloud per
second, the traffic between camera/cloud, and the memory usage
of camera. (3) A window that breaks down the whole queried time
range into smaller time windows, and shows the aggregation statistics of each window, such as how many frames have been processed
with the current operator. There are buttons to promote/demote
certain time windows to adjust the on-camera processing and uploading order if the user favors/disfavors the results returned from
that particular window. (4) A window that summarizes the operator
is being used for on-camera processing, such as its architecture,
speed, and testing accuracy. (5) Buttons to pause or abort the query.
• Query termination in demo A query terminates once it’s aborted
or all frames have been uploaded. All positive frames will be stored
on a cloud directory. Besides, the overall query statistics will be summarized such as the query execution time to retrieve 50%/80%/100%
positive frames, operators used, etc.
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